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Global value chains make a major contribution to sharing prosperity in the 
world economy driving much needed innovation, investment, economic 
growth and employment.

In the short term recovering from Covid-19 is the priority but longer term, 
the broader challenges are climate change, re-building trust and ensuring 
the benefits of trade are better distributed so no-one gets left behind. Build-
ing back better towards a greener, more inclusive and sustainable global 
economy is not about carrying on doing business as we always have but 
instead taking greater account of wider environmental, economic and social 
impacts. This will require bold leadership and more inclusive approaches to 
deliver outcomes across the whole value chain.

The UN Sustainable Development Goals offer a framework to build back 
better underpinned by legal reform, digitisation, tax incentives, green 
finance and collective action.

The following takeaways provide practical solutions and examples for deci-
sion makers in business, governments and institutions.
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11Building back better requires a new philosophy and business model
BP will adopt a different business model by 2050 based on clean energy, 
de-carbonisation and electricity infrastructure

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide a framework for 
governments, business and society to build back better
Unilever has re-aligned its brand, strengthened consumer confidence and 
improved the environment across the whole value chain

Inclusive, collective action among businesses, suppliers, investors, con-
sumers and workers is the best way to secure stakeholder buy in
Iceland has reduced their carbon footprint by 70% and removed products 
associated with de-forestation by engaging the whole value chain

Pressure from investors to demonstrate sustainability credentials is 
acting as a positive driver incentivising the transition to new business 
models
CDP’s science-based measurement and corporate disclosure tools offer 
companies the means to track progress towards more sustainable model

Legal reform is essential in developing a fit for purpose digital economy
Governments in China, Germany, India, Rwanda, Singapore, Thailand and 
the UK are taking practical steps to modernise national laws

Public private partnerships create a conducive ecosystem for innovation 
and the exchange of best practices
From January 2021, the UN ESCAP Paperless Trade Initiative will be a key 
forum to test and pilot solutions, and align frameworks

Interoperable digital standards will reduce the cost and complexity of 
trade and enable more companies to participate
The ICC Digital Standards Initiative is beginning to unify initiatives, termi-
nology and rulebooks and create a single, standardised trade system

Digitalise customs systems so all systems accept e-documents remains 
an urgent priority
National Trade Facilitation Committees and the Global Alliance of Trade 
Facilitation are helping to pinpoint problems, find solutions and promote 
best practice

Transparent, fair tax systems level the playing field and incentivise more 
investment in greener, more sustainable practices
Governments need to mindful of the need to raise revenue without dis-in-
centivising the long-term investment needed to build back better

Simple, more meaningful language will help more MSMEs to participate 
and embrace the transition to a greener, more sustainable future
Working with local business organisations to de-mystify jargon and trans-
late global goals to day to day business makes a real difference for small 
companies

RE-BUILD TRUST, COLLECTIVE 
ACTION, BETTER OUTCOMES
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UNLEASHING THE FORCES 
OF INNOVATION, 
CREATIVITY AND 
COMMERCE 

I don't think you need me to tell you that the coronavirus pandemic has upended 
everything. At the same time, I don't want to downplay the extraordinary and devastating 
impact that this has had on lives, on livelihoods, and of course, on economies. But from the 
very beginning of this crisis, one thing was clear, bringing commerce and commercial activi-
ties to a full halt was probably never an option. And now, as the pandemic stretches on, it is 
even more important that we keep moving forward. Particularly because global trade is the 
foundation of prosperity and the foundation of global trust. It is the foundation for how we 
recover.

Right now, protectionism exacerbated by the necessary containment measures of this pan-
demic is endangering the entire system. Now, as leaders, I think it is incumbent upon us to 
strike the right balance in a triangle of considerations. And in that triangle on one side, 
there's one versus many. This is about how we act inclusively, how we set up systems to level 
the playing field for companies big and small, and entrepreneurs in countries at all stages of 
development. 
On the other side of the triangle, there's humanity versus nature. And that's about how we 
conduct ourselves as a truly globally connected ecosystem that accepts the health and the 
well-being of the earth as an important factor in our own future well-being. 

And at the foundation of that triangle is the ultimate question of long term versus short 
term. That's about how we put the incentives for action and possible impacts into perspec-
tive. This triangle, this perspective, is everything. If you allow trade to get bogged down in 
cost and complexity now, we will be hobbling our SMEs far into the future. If we wait for 
others to build consensus and standards, we will be allowing disparities and divisions to 
actually grow wider. And if we continue to allow small businesses and entrepreneurs to get 
left out of the economic engines we are building, then all we are doing is moving forward 
with a half empty fuel tank, and no one's going to get very far.

We need to modernise the global trade system to reduce the cost and the complexity of 
trade and level the playing field. Now, through our newly launched Digital Standards Initia-
tive, I believe that the ICC is working to reduce trade barriers by helping to inform common 
industry standards for digital trade. And through the ICC led Global Alliance for Trade Facili-
tation, we are providing technical assistance to governments looking to implement customs 
reforms – to simplify paperwork. In fact, I'd like to urge companies to join the likes of Wal-
mart, DHL, UPS and Mask in supporting this initiative by lending their unique expertise to 
the design and the delivery of on the ground reforms. 

article by Ajay Banga, Chief Executive Officer, Mastercard & Chairman ICC
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There is still more we can do to make global trade work for everyone, including advocating 
for quick wins like digitising trade flows and equally urgent work to safeguard the supply of 
trade finance to small businesses.

We should partner with and strengthen multilateral trade organisations like the WTO. Restor-
ing faith in the WTO is not an easy task and will not happen overnight. So, while we partner 
with the WTO, and we push for the reforms that will re-engage it as a single organisation 
that can strike agreements in the things that matter most to business, we must also keep an 
eye on other multilateral alliances and provide our point of view on trade with those allianc-
es as well. We need to engage in as broad as possible to ensure voices are heard by all these 
different alliances. We have frameworks for how to work with data flows while protecting 
domestic citizenry, the intellectual property regimes and reward innovation, and trade 
financing schemes that allow SMEs to access capital among very other critical approaches. 
But we need to take our point of view to them and work with every partner group that we 
possibly can. 

We need to do all of this to systemically set up small businesses to compete and succeed. 
And that's where prosperity for all really begins and ends, because small businesses are 
collectively the world's largest employers, and the greatest drivers of national economies. 
This agenda is too important for us to approach it in a single way. We have to build an entire 
scaffolding of support. The trust and relationship you build out through world trade institu-
tions are just one part of that scaffolding. We need to use those relationships to then imple-
ment shared standards, streamlined regulations, things that allow small businesses to com-
pete on a level playing field. They have the creativity, innovation and the motivation. But 
without the infrastructure or resources to juggle different regulations across different coun-
tries, they are not going to get very far or be very successful. 

They also need digitised marketplaces and the tools and the insights to navigate them intelli-
gently and safely. And as they look to grow, they will need partnerships and ecosystems 
built to help them scale. So our edict then, is to use our voice, our point of view, to build con-
sensus on the important role that trade plays in driving prosperity, and enabling a connect-
ed world, and to do it all in ways that close gaps instead of widening them. And that's how 
we ensure sustainability for us all. That is how we care for our planet and for our people. And 
that is how we guard against the short-sightedness of chauvinism, racism and nationalism. 
That's how we make collaboration and trust the expectation, not the exception. And that is 
how we make businesses work for everyone, everyday, everywhere. 
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TO CREATE A BETTER 
FUTURE, WE NEED

 TO SIT AT THE
SAME TABLE

Huawei has benefited immensely from globalisation and free trade. Global industry and 
value chains have also developed faster because of it. The resulting economic prosperity 
and technological advancement have helped many SMEs grow their businesses overseas 
and brought more affordable, high-quality products and services to people around the 
world. 

Despite this increase in wealth, globalisation cannot solve all the world's problems. Inequali-
ty and the gaps between the rich and the poor have continued to increase, and some busi-
nesses and individuals have been left behind. Will isolation and protectionism really solve 
these problems? Is going after individual companies and disrupting free trade and global 
value chains really the right answer? Personally, I don't think so. Throughout history, inequali-
ty has always been a complex issue influenced by multiple factors. 

There is no simple solution to complicated problems. We need to find better rules for distri-
bution models to take advantage of globalisation's ability to create value. For example, we 
must look at the balance between return on capital and the return on labour. Globalisation 
already facilitates capital flows and increases return on capital, so we need to improve 
return on labour through tax reform, regulatory policies, and social welfare programmes. 
At the same time, corporations need to do more to fulfil their social responsibilities. We 
need to help the disadvantaged gain equal opportunities by bridging the digital divide, 
promoting gender equality in the workplace, and improving digital skills. 

Today's world is full of challenges and uncertainty. No country or company is immune to 
what is going on in the world. We need to sit at the same table to find our way out of difficul-
ties and create a better future. 

article by Lifang Chen, Corporate Senior Vice President &
Director of the Board, Huawei Technologies
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ABOUT ICC

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is the world’s largest business organisation and 
represents 45 million companies, employing 1 billion people, in 100 countries.

ICC is the only business organisation with UN Observer Status, B20 Cofounder/Network Partner, 
strategic partner to the WTO, UNFCCC business focal point for climate change and convener of 
the UN SDG Business Forum. ICC rules underpin $25trn global trade and processes over $200bn 
of disputes annually.

ICC United Kingdom is the representative office of ICC in the UK and works with British business 
groups worldwide to represent the voice of UK business at inter governmental level the United 
Nations, G20 and World Trade Organization.

ICC has three central functions, to:

 • Promote responsible free trade
 • Provide the rules and standards that govern international business
 • Help companies and States settle international disputes
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